
WHITEBOARDS AND DISPLAY CASES
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COMMUNICATE, COLLABORATE, LEARN.

Teachers no longer lecture in front of rows of desks with a blackboard 

behind them. Instead, today’s pedagogy emphasizes critical thinking, 

creativity, and collaboration; and the modern classroom needs to 

provide the tools students require for active learning. 

Wall mounted and mobile whiteboards and glassboards from Ghent and 

display cases from Waddell functionalize and complete spaces both 

inside and outside the classroom. With durable materials and carefully 

considered construction, each markerboard and display case carries a 

warranty fit for an education environment. With custom sizes, surface 

materials and frames, we are confident you will find the perfect visual 

communication tool.

Ghent has been the leader in the visual communication market for 

over 40 years, providing superior products such as whiteboards, 

glassboards, mobiles, bulletin boards, enclosed boards and easels.

www.ghent.com

For more than a century, craftsmen have been carefully constructing 

display solutions in the tradition of Waddell quality. Choose from 

traditional display solutions or open concept space division furniture.

www.waddellfurniture.com

Pictured: Ghent’s Harmony Glassboard



COLLABORATIVE  
LEARNING 
SPACES &
MAKERSPACES

A. Ghent’s Prest Mobile Whiteboard with 
Natural Oak wood frame

A.
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B. Ghent’s Stroll Mobile Glassboard shown 
with combination glass and fabric surface

 
C. Ghent’s Hex in glass, powder-coated steel, 

fabric, and acoustic surfaces

B. C.
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D. Ghent’s Roam Mobile Whiteboard

D.
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E. Cork wall using Ghent’s Rolled Cork

E.
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CLASSROOMS

F. Ghent’s Aria Glassboard in Blue
F.
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G. Ghent’s Impression Porcelain 
Whiteboard with a Cherry frame

 
H. Ghent’s M1 Porcelain Whiteboard

I. Ghent’s Combination Board

G.

H.

I.
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J. Ghent’s Nexus Easel 

K. Ghent’s Nexus Collection: Easel+ 
Tablet, and Wallboard

J.

K.
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ATHLETICS

L. Ghent’s Graphics on a  
Magnetic Whiteboard

L.
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M. Ghent’s Enclosed Cork Bulletin Board 
shown in an Aluminum frame

N. Waddell’s Heritage Display Case

O. Waddell’s Recessed Display Case

M.

N.

O.
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WARRANTIES
Quality and performance are hallmarks of our products. We 

guarantee all products to be free from defects in material 

and workmanship. If any product fails to perform under 

normal use, Ghent will replace it. At the end of the day, we 

want our customers to say “That’s Exactly What I Wanted!”

SHIPPING
Arrives as expected, guaranteed. Ghent and Waddell’s 

Dura-Packed packaging ensures products are protected 

throughout their journey. Through extensive research and 

development, a team of in-house and outside engineers 

developed custom packaging specifically created to protect 

each product through it’s shipping journey. Additionally, 

Ghent and Waddell have some of the quickest lead times, 

even during the busy summer months.

CUSTOM CAPABILITIES
Bring on the school spirit! Take your Ghent and Waddell products to the next level with 

custom graphics, color-matching services, and configuration capabilities. As a made in the 

USA manufacturer, we have the ability to meet your specific needs within your timeline.

P.

Q. R.

P. Ghent Graphics on Aria glassboard 

Q. Ghent’s Custom Enclosed Board

R. Waddell’s Custom Spirit Case


